How To Launch A Campaign On Traffic Vance
Introduction:
Traffic Vance is one of the best networks to buy CPV traffic from. It converts very well and that's why
they now demand a $1,000 deposit to get an account with them. This keeps fraudsters out of their
network and keeps their users happy. Happy users means more conversions for advertisers. Traffic
Vance is the only network with such a high minimum deposit and they're well worth it.
Here's what their main site looks like:

Here's a quote from their about use page:
"Trafficvance is a FutureAds company located in Irvine, California. Our team is a unique blend of new
media, traditional media and technologists who are revolutionizing the world of online marketing. Our
experienced team is focused on execution and growth. Together, we have over 70 years of Interactive
experience and way more than 100 years of online marketing and e-commerce experience. We're
passionate, committed and are confident enough to think we can make a difference. Our strategy is to
constantly innovate on all fronts - technology, product, marketing, advertising, and business
operations."
Again, we emphasize that they do require a minimum deposit of $1,000 to start and they will want to
verify your photo ID before they'll send you any traffic. It is extra work to get involved but it's worth it in
the end.
In this guide we'll show you how to get going with them quickly and easily with our step by step
instructions.
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Step One:
Click the Client Login link at the top right of the screen as shown in the screenshot below:

Step Two:
Now you're brought to you main account dashboard. Click on the "New Campaign" button in the green
circle as shown below:
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Step Three:
Now, you'll be asked to enter the basic campaign information as per the screenshot below:

Enter your campaign name, description is optional and daily spend is necessary. Again don't go too high
on the daily spend to start as you will blow through your budget quite easily with Traffic Vance.

Step Four:
Now you're brought to a page with a lot of options on it. Don't worry, we'll go through each one
individually for you as follows:
1. Campaign Name: (it's already filled in for you.)

2. Category: Pick one that best matches your campaign, (your targets are going to matter more
than this though so don't worry if they don't have your exact category.) You can always select
"other" as well

3. Creative URL: This is your landing page or direct link, (your affiliate link)

4. Rotator Creative Checkbox: Traffic vance is one of the only networks to realize that affiliates will
rotate offers with their traffic. Now they want to know ahead of time so they can refresh the
link to see all the offers you're promoting. IF you're not rotating offers just leave it unchecked.
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5. Creative Type: Offers you the option of Display or Textlink, leave it as Display for this one.

6. Matching Options: Again TV is one of the only ones to offer this. It's very handy as it will show
your ad for "Miami Ford" and "Ford Miami" automatically. However, one may convert and the
other may not, so you'll need to use it at your own discretion.

7. Creative Budget: They have a minimum of $20 per creative, you can use this if you're testing
more than one landing page or offer and want to ensure they get an equal amount of the daily
budget.

8. Max Visitors Per Day: You can limit the number per day if you want, good on very large
campaigns in testing.

9. Daily Spend Limit: It must be at least $10 and you must set this or you will spend all your money
quickly in one shot.

10. Target By Region: this is preset for you.

11. Start Date & End Date: This is pretty simple, make sure you set your end date in the future or it
will only run on the single day it defaults to.
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12. Daily Work Time: I usually leave it to any, but once you get some conversion data you can find
when the offer converts the best and really laser target those hours only.

13. Work Days: Again, once you have some data, you can start day parting using this option, but for
starters just let it run every day, (generally).

14. Individual User Cap: You can play with this setting, if you want each user to see your ad once
per day, leave it at 24 hours.

15. Tracking Code/Terms & Conditions: The tracking code will be available later, you can use that
for your pixel placement on networks. That way it will show exactly which target had a
conversion. This is necessary for proper campaign management. For now, just click on the "I
have read..." checkbox and click the "Next" button.
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Step Five:
In this step we're going to be adding our targets, we can either use their tool, (sometimes good for
finding golden nuggets you didn't think of), or we can just add our own. If you have a list, don't try to
copy and paste 5,000 at a time, it's way to resource intensive for the program and will end up with your
browser crashing, instead do it in small chunks at a time.

Click the "Next" button when you're done adding them.

Step Six:
On this page you can make your bid the highest automatically or just manually enter your bids. You can
also go back and add more targets if you want. It's pretty straight forward.
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Click the "Next" button when done adjusting your bids.

Step Seven:
Next they show you a quick summary screen and ask you to press the "Finish & Fund" button:
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Step Eight:
Now they're going to ask you enter your credit card info and fund the account. Then it will go to
approval phase, but on the first one, you're going to need to scan your photo id and credit card and send
it to them via fax or email. (Fax is probably safer). They require this or they will not run your account.

When finished click "Submit Payment". Now you're done.

Summary:
As stated above, you need to send in those two items, then wait for approval and your traffic will start.
There's no point in arguing with them about the photo id or credit card scan because without it, you're
not getting any traffic.
Traffic Vance is awesome for converting traffic, one of the highest ROI ones. All the hoops they make
you jump through are worth it.
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